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In this Award Winning Book, Luis chronicles the sometime traveled but hardly ever shared
Journey of a father of autistic children... Come and sign up for Luis on his occasionally
humorous, certainly winding, and continuing trip as he discovers how to be the father that his
autistic males and family want him to be. Once you have browse "Autism: A Dad's Trip," you will
gain a fuller knowledge of yourself or your beloved traveling this road.. This is a no-retains barred
look at the personal discomfort and self-question many fathers endure because they
comprehend the ASD diagnosis of their child.
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Loved it!!! I read this book because a friend suggested it.!. I myself do not have an autism kid, my
girls are very healthful and grown! I work in the education field and very closely with some autism
children who I truly love like my own! This book is a real vision opener for me. Very well Written
Luis is a friend and I had zero idea the struggles his family goes thru.. I examine this book
therefore i could get a better understanding and how I possibly could better myself when it found
certain situations if they should happen! An excellent read! and I recommend it to everyone to
learn I would like to thank Luis for composing this book. The publication is excellent..! Having a
16 year old and just now knowing on a daily basis what he goes through I look back on all of the
years I wish I did.!Strength, like and prayers to you all.!. Great insight right into a father's and
families lifestyle with autistic children Very insightful.! I've a step boy with Autism, and I could
relate to all of the emotional feelings that your family has gone through and continue steadily to
go through. I could have went through many doctors and phychiatrist and . It brings a fresh
understanding and compassion for children that are often bullied and teased because they are
different, but can't help being different, and how it hurts their parents so deeply to view it. I am
grateful because of this book. White Excellent book loved it everything was just completely
directly on how I felt obtaining the news my child had autism We all have to read this An inspiring
reserve about life's daily struggles with a family group dealing with two sons with autism. God
provides blessed youWith these particular boys knowing your like and compassion would give
them the best life possible.! Five Stars Great book! This book touched my heart, and I
recommend it to everyone to learn, whether you possess a kid with Autism or not really.. It is a
must examine even if you don't have any autism children! I could have went through many
doctors and phychiatrist and they could never show me what your reserve has. I loved it and its
meaning behind it! It isn't by all means a self help reserve but a book about a fathers journey
along with his 2 autism sons! The very best account ever of what it is really like to ... The very
best account ever of what it really is like to navigate the world with special needs children. God
bless your household Luis, and thanks once again. Fast delivery and amazing condition. Arrived
as referred to in amazing condition.. Very well written and vision opening. Family Knowing the
grandparents of these boys has produced this story come to life for me. The emotions described,
the happy, unfortunate, irritating and proud are therefore well crafted that I felt like I was there
living it with them. I am the grandparent of an autistic grandson and could easily relate to a lot of
them. A must read for anyone dealing with autism every day and also for all of those other globe
who, in reading, may obtain more knowledge and understanding of our special kids and adults
that coexist in our midst. Thank you, Luis and Dana, for starting your hearts and posting your
lives and struggles with everyone!!! As a father of an autistic child I could relate to a few of the
struggles and trials this father and family members had to undergo. Some times are harder than
others but I'd not change my child or this trip for anything nowadays. Best Book to learn about
Autism Best book for anyone to learn with kids that have Autism or anyone trying to learn more
about this issue.
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